The Tualatin Youth Basketball Association (TYBA) HS Rec basketball has partnered with
TuHS to offer students the opportunity to compete in HS gyms with a home crowd for
every game. TuHS is the only local school that uniquely allows our HS Rec basketball
teams to use their facilities and since the HS Rec basketball program is run
independently of TuHS, but depends on their facilities to operate, we felt it was
important to start the season off by highlighting the expectations of both TYBA and
TuHS.
*TuHS events take priority over TYBA games and in the case of conflicts, TuHS events
will be completed and/or re-scheduled first. The TYBA will do their best to
communicate schedule changes as they occur; however, please keep in mind this does
not eliminate the possibility of last minute schedule changes.
*All TYBA participants should act as stewards of TuHS and it’s facilities. This includes
exhibiting good behavior (no foul/rude language, no disorderly conduct), stay in
designated areas, pick up trash and above all respect the game.
*Any issues or concerns before, during, or after a game should be brought to the
attention of TYBA for resolution and not to the TuHS staff. It is recommended that
parents talk to coaches and coaches talk to the TYBA Rec Basketball VP’s or President.

Now for some exciting changes to this season for HS Rec basketball:
*Based on gym availability, all Tualatin boys teams will play other
Tualatin boys teams to maximize gym space for league games.
*Most games will be played on weekends (Saturday and/or Sunday).
*Sherwood Basketball is working on plans to host games on a weekend
mid-season (tbd).
*The TYBA is adding a “March Madness” season ending tournament on Sunday
March 4th that will include seeded boys teams from TuHS .
*Overall, teams can expect to play 8-9 league games and 3-4 tournament games
for the 2017-2018 season.
Thank you for supporting the TYBA and our HS Rec Ball program. Have a great
season!!!!
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